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Abstract

We study the behaviour of Bianchi class A universes containing an ultra-stiff
isotropic ghost ﬁeld and a ﬂuid with anisotropic pressures which is also ultrastiff on the average. This allows us to investigate whether cyclic universe
scenarios, like the ekpyrotic model, do indeed lead to isotropization on
approach to a singularity (or bounce) in the presence of dominant ultra-stiff
pressure anisotropies. We specialize to consider the closed Bianchi type IX
universe, and show that when the anisotropic pressures are stiffer on average
than any isotropic ultra-stiff ﬂuid then, if they dominate on approach to the
singularity, it will be anisotropic. We include an isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬂuid
with negative energy density in order to create a cosmological bounce at ﬁnite
volume in the absence of the anisotropic ﬂuid. When the dominant anisotropic
ﬂuid is present it leads to an anisotropic cosmological singularity rather than
an isotropic bounce. The inclusion of anisotropic stresses generated by collisionless particles in an anisotropically expanding universe is therefore
essential for a full analysis of the consequences of a cosmological bounce or
singularity in cyclic universes.
Keywords: cosmology, cyclic universes, anisotropic
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
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1. Introduction
The standard model of cosmology has been subjected to detailed scrutiny by recent WMAP
and Planck mission data. It predicts an almost isotropic, homogeneous and ﬂat expanding
universe, an approximately scale-invariant inhomogeneity spectrum with some level of statistical non-gaussianity, and observational parameters linked by an underlying inﬂationary
model for its very early history. This inﬂationary model requires an early period of accelerated expansion to account for the horizon and ﬂatness problems, and to generate density
perturbations that seed the formation of galaxies. Despite the success of the inﬂationary
paradigm, it has little to say about the initial state of the universe and if, or how, a Big Bang
singularity prior to inﬂation might be avoided or mitigated.
Problems such as these have prompted the search for alternatives to inﬂation or natural
initial conditions that lead to inﬂation. The philosophy behind these searches is that although
inﬂation is a very successful theory, it is important to search for alternative theories which can
provide similar predictions as inﬂation, yet which might be distinguished by some decisive
observations. One of the oldest alternatives is that of a non-singular bounce.
The existence of a non-singular bounce which facilitates the transition from an initially
contracting universe to an expanding one was ﬁrst hypothesized in general-relativistic cosmology by Tolman and Lemaître [1, 2] and was updated to include more general aspects of
general relativistic cosmology and the presence of a cosmological constant by Barrow and
Dabrowski [3, 4]. It also regained popularity in the context of pre-Big-Bang scenarios [5],
which although not successful, led to developments in theories which could possess a nonsingular bounce. These are usually produced by the addition to standard cosmology of an
effective ﬁeld which violates the null energy condition (NEC). For example, cosmologies
with ghost condensates or Galilean genesis take this approach [6]. This has also been used
effectively in quantum editions of cosmology, especially in loop quantum cosmology [7], in
theories involving canonical quantization of gravity [8, 9], or classical theories with varying
constants [10, 11] and ghost ﬁelds [12].
One of the ﬁrst questions to ask when considering alternatives (or additions) to standard
inﬂation is whether the alternative solves the problems that inﬂation claims to solve. For
example, one can ask whether the present-day isotropy and homogeneity of the universe can
be achieved through a cosmology which underwent contraction and bounce at some time (or
times) in the past. It has been claimed that models implementing a phase of ekpyrosis, or a
phase of scalar ﬁeld-driven fast contraction can indeed solve this problem [13–15]. In effect,
this model claims to solve the anisotropy problem by introducing a scalar ﬁeld with negative
potential energy, which behaves as an ideal ﬂuid with ultra-stiff equation of state p  r . Its
isotropic density therefore grows faster than the anisotropies in a contracting universe because
the latter diverge no faster than an effective p = r ﬂuid. However, this simple analysis
assumes that the matter pressure distribution is isotropic. A full analysis needs to include the
effects of matter sources with anisotropic pressure distributions on approach to the singularity. Since the isotropic pressure is assumed to exceed the energy density, it should be
permitted for the average pressure to exceed the energy density of the anisotropic ﬂuid as
well. The need to include anisotropic pressures on approach to the singularity is important
because interactions all become collisionless at a higher temperature in the case of anisotropic
expansion, than in the isotropic case. Their interaction rates can be written as
G = snv ~ ga 2T , where σ is the interaction cross section, n is the number density of particles, v is the average velocity of the particles, α is the generalized structure constant
associated with any interaction mediated by some gauge boson, T is the temperature of the
universe and g is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom of particles at the
2
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temperature T. This interaction rate will be slower than the cosmological expansion rate,
H  g1 2T 2mp-1, whenever T > g1 2a 2mp ~ 1016 GeV in simple uniﬁed models. In the
preceding line mp is the Planck mass. If the expansion is anisotropic down to a temperature
TF, the expansion rate is faster, by a factor of T TF . As G H = (TF T 2 ) g1 2a 2mp at T > TF ,
collisional equilibrium is even harder to maintain when T > TF . Graviton production near
T = mp also produces a population of collisionless particles whose free streaming will produce signiﬁcant anisotropic pressures if the expansion dynamics are anisotropic [16, 17].
In this paper, we investigate the effects of anisotropic pressures in the Bianchi class A
homogeneous, anisotropic cosmologies, generalizing the study of these effects in the simple
Bianchi type I cosmological model by Barrow and Yamamoto [18]. We carry out a generalized phase-plane analysis for all the cosmologies of this type but then focus on the closed
Bianchi type IX cosmologies and carry out numerical calculations to study their behaviour
near any initial singularity or expansion minimum when this kind of anisotropic matter
content is present in addition to an ultra-stiff isotropic ﬂuid. We will show that in these most
general homogeneous and anisotropic cosmologies it is essential to include the effects of
anisotropic pressures as well as shear anisotropy. When the anisotropic pressures are stiffer on
average than the isotropic pressures then they determine the nature of any singularity (or
bounce) and it will be dominated by anisotropy, contrary to the situation expected in the
standard ekpyrotic picture which ignores anisotropic pressures.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin by presenting the generalized Einstein ﬁeld
equations in an expansion-normalized dynamical system for the non-tilted Bianchi class A
models containing isotropic ultra-stiff ( p > r ) matter content as well as a second ultra-stiff
matter source with positive density and anisotropic pressures. We ﬁrst perform a stability
analysis on this system for an initially contracting universe to see if a phase of ekpyrosis is
really successful in suppressing the anisotropies in the presence of a dominant anisotropic
pressure ﬂuid. We also seek solutions to these equations in the limit of small anisotropy and
give a new Bianchi I exact solution. In the next section, we study explicitly the evolution of a
contracting, anisotropic but spatially homogeneous universe near the initial singularity in the
presence of the matter content prescribed, then specializing to the Bianchi type IX universe.
We then show the results of our numerical calculations in this universe and compare our
results to the results of the stability analysis of the previous section. In the last section we
draw our conclusions.

2. Ekpyrotic models
In this section, we ﬁrst review the simplest ekpyrotic models and the way they suppress the
dominant growth of anisotropies in a contracting universe as it approaches the singularity.
The ekpyrotic models [14, 19] were originally based on a 5-dimensional braneworld scenario,
where the ﬁfth dimension ends at two boundary branes, one of them being our universe. The
branes could interact with each other only gravitationally and are attracted by inter-brane
tension during the phase of ekpyrosis. Thus, the universe underwent a phase of slow contraction before the collision and re-expansion of the branes, an event which was identiﬁed
with the hot Big Bang. The branes were not completely uniform. Quantum ﬂuctuations cause
their collision to occur at different times in different places. Thus some parts of the universe
end up hotter than others, giving rise to density and temperature ﬂuctuations. This model has
been criticized due to ﬁne-tuning problems [20], problems regarding the contracting phase
seeming to end in a singularity [21], and also because of its failure to produce a scaleinvariant spectrum of density ﬂuctuations [22]. To circumvent such problems, some
3
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modiﬁcations were proposed in terms of a cyclic model [23–25], with alternating phases of
contraction (when the branes approach each other) and expansion (when the branes are pulled
apart and the universe enters a phase of dark-energy domination) occurring simultaneously in
a cycle. New versions still attract debate about fundamental issues [40, 41]. The turnaround
from contraction to expansion was hypothesized to occur in the form of a non-singular
bounce facilitated by a ghost condensation mechanism [15]. Furthermore, it was seen that a
scale-invariant density ﬂuctuation power-spectrum could be generated in the new ekpyrotic
scenario if one considered two-ﬁeld ekpyrosis [15]. These possibilities have sustained interest
in the ekpyrotic scenario as an alternative to inﬂation for the origin of structure in the
universe. If primordial gravitational waves were reliably detected [26] then their amplitude
could provide a decisive test between the two alternatives (and others [27]).
2.1. Effects on expansion anisotropy

As mentioned above, this model also claims to solve the problem of growing shear by
incorporating the ekpyrotic phase [13, 15]. This ekpyrotic phase has also been used in other
cosmological bouncing models as a way to deal with the problem of growing anisotropies in a
contracting universe [28], and so merits closer investigation. For simplicity, we shall focus on
the single-ﬁeld ekpyrotic model and ﬁrst describe the effects of ekpyrosis in a Bianchi I
universe with the ekpyrotic ﬁeld and an ultra-stiff energy source with anisotropic pressure.
The ekpyrotic ﬁeld is a scalar ﬁeld, f rolling down rapidly on a steep negative potential. This
can be viewed as driving the contraction of the universe. To see how it might suppress the
anisotropies, we write down its effective equation of state [13].

p = ( g - 1) r ,

g  2.

( 1)

The anisotropy energy density scales as 1 l 6 , and behaves like a source with g = 2, l being
the time-dependent mean scale factor of the universe. Thus, the ekpyrotic phase simply
introduces a source which scales with scale factor faster than the energy density in the
anisotropy because g > 2; see [29]. As the universe contracts, this term dominates over the
anisotropy in the Friedmann equation, apparently solving the problem of isotropizing the
universe before it enters the hot Big Bang phase—or at least preventing the new expanding
phase beginning with highly anisotropic dynamics. This should also result in signiﬁcant
dissipation and particle production which would reduce anisotropy and generate entropy
[16, 30]. We ignore these complicated effects here.
The simplest form of an anisotropic but spatially homogeneous universe is the Bianchi I
(or Kasner) universe [31, 32]. The metric is

ds 2 = - dt 2 + a 2 (t ) dx 2 + b 2 (t ) dy 2 + c 2 (t ) dz 2.

( 2)

The Einstein equations for this model give [33]

3H 2 = s 2 + rmatter ,

(3)

s˙ab + 3Hsab = mab

(4)

where sab is the shear tensor which follows the relation

1 ab
s sab
(5)
2
and μ is the anisotropic pressure ﬂuid density and the deﬁnition of ab is shown in
equation (11). Also rmatter refers to the total energy density of the matter components of the
system, i.e. the matter with isotropic pressures as well as the matter with anisotropic pressure.
s2 =

4
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If we have only a ﬂuid with isotropic pressure, then the right-hand side of equation (4)
vanishes and we can write the shear energy density, s 2 in the Friedmann constraint,
equation (3) as S2 l 6 , where S2 is constant. Hence, an ekpyrotic ﬁeld with equation of state,
pf  rf , would dominate over the anisotropy when l  0 and the singularity is approached.
We can give a new exact Bianchi type I solution of Einstein’s equations in a form which
illustrates this in the particular representative case with ab = 0 and p = 3r where the metric
is exactly integrable (equation (2)):

a (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

(C2 + t ) )2 (3q1- 1) )1

3

(6)

b (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

(C2 + t ) )2 (3q2 - 1) )1

3

(7)

c (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

(C2 + t ) )2 (3q3- 1) )1

3

(8)

åqi = 1 = åqi2.
i

(9)

i

Thus, we see that at early times this solution tends to the ﬂat Friedmann solution for p = 3r
‘matter’: a ~ t1 6 , b ~ t1 6 and c ~ t1 6 as t  0 ), and at late times approaches the Kasner
solution a ~ t q1, b ~ t q2 and c ~ t q3, with condition equation (9) as t  ¥ ; fuller details can
be found in the appendix. Thus, this solution provides a simple description of the transition
from an isotropic initial state to a Kasner-like anisotropic future. This is the opposite trend to
the evolution of a p < r perfect-ﬂuid model.
However, if we relax the assumption of having energy sources with only isotropic
pressure, we can no longer write down the form of the anisotropy energy density in
equation (3), the simple form, S2 l 6, since the right-hand side of equation (4) no longer
vanishes. In fact, the anisotropy may diverge faster than the ekpyrotic ﬂuid in powers of l-1 in
any particular direction as t  0 , depending on the pressure component of the matter source
in that direction. Hence, we can no longer be sure that adding a matter component with
w  1 solves the problem of isotropizing the universe on approach to the singularity. This
will be investigated in more detail and for more general forms of anisotropic spatially
homogeneous universes in section 3.1.
3. Bianchi class A models of types I–VIII
In this section, we investigate the assumption that an ultra-stiff energy source suppresses the
anisotropies near a singularity in an initially contracting universe. We do this for the Bianchi
class A models [34], which generalize the Bianchi type I models because they allow the
presence of anisotropic spatial curvature. However, now we add an ultra-stiff anisotropic
pressure source comoving with the isotropic ﬂuid source to see if ekpyrosis still manages to
suppress the anisotropies. The investigation of whether the anisotropies are suppressed by the
ekpyrotic phase has been done in the case of an empty anisotropic spatially homogeneous
geometry, the Kasner universe [35], but without the anisotropic pressure ﬂuid. Studies
regarding the inclusion of an anisotropic ﬂuid in the Bianchi universes have also been made in
[36]. However, here we follow the approach similar to the one used in [18, 37] and present a
more general analysis for all the Bianchi models included in class A with the aim of ﬁnding
the conditions under which the Friedmann–Lemaître (FL) ﬁxed point is an attractor for a
contracting universe on approach to the collapse.
The ultra-stiff isotropic matter considered in this section is a null-energy-conditionviolating ﬂuid with negative energy density. This negative energy density is introduced to
5
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induce a bounce at early times instead of a singularity. This is because many bouncing
cosmologies consider ﬁelds that effectively behave as a ghost ﬁeld to facilitate the bounce and
which also behave as a stiff or ultra-stiff matter source [8, 12, 15].
We can write the energy-momentum tensor as follows:
total
I
Tab
= Tab
+ TabA,

(10)

where the superscripts I and A denote isotropic and anisotropic respectively. The anisotropic
ﬂuid energy–momentum tensor can be written explicitly as

TabA = m {ua ub + (g - 1)(gab + ua ub) + ab} .

(11)

In the rest of this work, the isotropic and anisotropic ﬂuid energy densities will be referred to
as ρ and μ respectively and the isotropic ﬂuid will have equation of state p = (g - 1) r while
the anisotropic pressure tensor ab has diagonal elements (gi - g ), for all i = 1, 2, 3,
respectively, with average value g = (g1 + g2 + g3) 3. The isotropic ﬂuid energy density, ρ,
is that of a ghost ﬁeld and so r < 0 .
We can write the Einstein equations for this class of cosmological models with the
speciﬁed matter content as follows [33]:

2
1
1
H˙ = - H 2 - s 2 - (r + 3p ) - (m + p1 + p2 + p3 ) ,
3
6
6
where the anisotropic pressures are deﬁned to be pi = (gi - 1) m for i = 1, 2, 3.

(12)

(3) S
s˙ab = - 3Hsab + 2 (mn
ab + ab m ,
a sb ) m Wn -

(13)

n˙ab = - Hnab + 2s(ma nb ) m + 2 (mn
a nb ) m Wn

(14)

r˙ = - 3gHr ,

(15)

m˙ = - 3g Hm - sab  bam .

(16)

The Friedmann constraint is given by

H2 =

( 3) R
r
m
s2
+
+
.
3
3
3
6

(17)

We introduce,

1
(s22 + s33) ,
2
1
s- º
(s22 - s33) .
2 3

s+ º

Diagonalizing the stress tensor we ﬁnd that all other components of the stress evolution
equation are not dynamical. Similarly, the trace-free spatial Ricci tensor (3) Sab and the
constant tensor ab are diagonal and their components + and - and S+ and S- are given by
analogous expressions. Explicitly, the expansion-normalized combinations of the dynamical
components of the Ricci tensor are given by:

+ =

1
[(n 2 - n3 )2 - n1 (2n1 - n 2 - n3)] ,
6H 2

(18)

- =

1
(n3 - n 2)(n1 - n 2 - n3) ,
2 3 H2

(19)

6
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where the ni are the principal components of the structure tensor nab . The scalar curvature is
given by,

1
= - [n12 + n 22 + n 32 - 2 (n1 n 2 + n 2 n3 + n3 n1)] .
(20)
2
We want to set up the phase space so that we can study the evolution of the quantities with
respect to the expansion of the universe, i.e. with respect to H º l˙ l where l(t) is a
generalized mean scale factor. We begin by introducing expansion-normalized variables as
follows2:
(3) R

( 3) R
2
-r
m
s
n
2 º s ,
º
S
º
, Ni º i , W º
,
Z
,
K
.
(21)
H
H
3H 2
3H 2
3H 2
6H 2
The Bianchi class A universe will now be determined completely if we solve the Einstein’s
ﬁeld equations in these new variables for the state vector {H , S+ , S-, N1, N2 , N3, W, Z}. We
ﬁnd that the Friedmann constraint (17) becomes

S º

-W + Z + S2 + K = 1,
S2

2
S-

=
+
where
equations become:

2
S+
.

(22)

In terms of the expansion-normalized variables, the Einstein ﬁeld

S¢ = - (2 - q) S -  + 3PZ

(23)

N1¢ = (q - 4S+) N1

(24)

N2¢ = (q + 2S+ + 2 3 S-) N2

(25)

N3¢ = (q + 2S+ - 2 3 S-) N3

(26)

W¢ = [3 (g - g ) - (3g - 2) K + 3 (2 - g ) S2 + 3 (g - g ) W] W

(27)

Z ¢ = [3 (2 - g ) S2 - 3 (g - g ) W - (3g - 2) K - 6 (P+S+ + P-S-)] Z .

(28)

Here, all time derivatives ¢ are taken with respect to a new time coordinate τ which is deﬁned
by the relation,

dt
1
l
=
= ,
dt
H
l˙
The deceleration parameter, q = -l¨l l˙2 is given by

(29)

H˙ = - (1 + q) H 2 .

(30)

In the expansion-normalized variables, using the Friedmann constraint, we ﬁnd that q is given
by

q = 2S 2 -

1
1
(3g - 2) W + (3g - 2) Z .
2
2

(31)

One degree of freedom has been removed in the system by using the Friedmann constraint to
substitute Z in the evolution equation for Ω to obtain a 6-dimensional system rather than the
original 7-dimensional system, as no new information can be obtained by considering the
linearized version of the evolution equation for Z around any of the ﬁxed points.
2

The minus signs in the deﬁnition of Ω and K ensure that they are positive when r < 0 and
7
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Table 1. Equilibrium points of the Bianchi I-VIII dynamical systems.

S+

S-

N1

N2

N3

W

Z

0
0
0

0
n P(1II)
0

0
0

P1+(VI0 )

0
S(P1II)
S(P1VI)

n P(1VI)

0
0
-n P(1VI)

−1
W(P1II)
W(P1VI)

0
0
0

Kasner
1

S2K 2
P
2-g +

S2K +
2
P
2-g -

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
(1 - S(21) )

2
S+

2
S-

0

0

0

W 2

Z 2

FL
P1+(II )

2





3.1. Stability analysis

We consider the evolution equations in the expansion-normalized variables and perform a
phase-plane analysis for them. We ﬁrst identify the equilibrium points. In table 1, the explicit
forms of the quantities referred to in the table are given in the appendix. On examination of
these expressions, we ﬁnd that for cases of ultra-stiff matter, as well as for cases when the
anisotropic ﬂuid is stiffer than the isotropic ﬂuid, all these points become unphysical except
for the FL, Kasner, 1 and 2 points.
We are interested in understanding the behaviour of this system of equations with respect
to the FL ﬁxed point ( FL) in the asymptotic past. Thus, we linearize this system of equations
around this ﬁxed point to obtain the following equations:

3
S¢ = - (g - 2) S + 3Z ,
2
Ni¢ =

1
(3g - 2) Ni ,
2

" i = 1, 2, 3

W¢ = 3 (g - g ) W .

(32)
(33)
(34)

Thus the eigenvalues are (3g - 2) 2 of multiplicity 3, (3 (2 - g ) 2 of multiplicity 2 and in
the reduced system, the remaining eigenvalue is 3(g - g ). Using the condition g > g > 2,
we ﬁnd that the FL point is future stable and future unstable in certain directions. Thus a
further analysis needs to be undertaken to determine the behaviour in the presence of an ultra
stiff anisotropic pressure ﬂuid.
4. Bianchi IX universe with isotropic ghost ﬁeld and ﬂuid with anisotropic
pressures
We now consider the speciﬁc example of an anisotropic but spatially homogeneous closed
universe of Bianchi type IX. This is the most interesting case because it contains the closed
isotropic FL universe as a special case. It also displays the most general chaotic dynamics on
approach to the singularity [38–40] in the absence of stiff or super-stiff matter ﬁelds. It was
assumed in this work that the matter and radiation sources could be neglected near the
singularity, and the vacuum dynamics is asymptotically approached for any perfect ﬂuid
source with 0  p < r . As is well known, the chaotic type IX evolution is well-approximated
by an inﬁnite succession of Kasner epochs, which occur in any ﬁnite open interval of proper
time around t=0. At any instant two of the scale factors oscillate with approximate Kasner
initial conditions at the beginning of each epoch while the third decreases monotonically with
8
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time as t  0 [43]. The sequence of oscillatory Kasner conﬁgurations appears to be chaotic in
nature and the discrete dynamics can be solved exactly to ﬁnd the smooth invariant measure
[44, 45]. It is a non-separable measure of the sort that characterizes a double-sided continued
fraction map. However, the inclusion of a stiff matter ﬂuid with equation of state p = r
[46, 47] results in an inevitable termination of the chaotic oscillations on approach to the
singularity, after which all three scale factors evolve monotonically (but not in general
isotropically) to zero as t  0 because the Kasner solution for p = r matter permits all the
Kasner indices to be simultaneously positive and the initial state is quasi-isotropic [48]. The
chaotic oscillatory sequence towards the singularity ends: no further oscillations occur.
Thus, the inclusion of a stiff matter ﬂuid in the Bianchi IX system ultimately suppresses
the chaotic behaviour of the scale factors near the singularity. In the Misnerʼs Hamiltonian
picture this corresponds to the universe point eventually having too low a perpendicular
velocity component relative to the potential wall it is approaching as the walls expand on
approach to the singularity. It never reaches the wall and remains moving as if there are no
potential walls (i.e. as in a Bianchi type I universe). No further transpositions of Kasner
behaviours occur. All the known ways in which chaotic behaviour can be avoided in type IX
universes exploit this feature directly or indirectly and are linked to the dimension of space in
an interesting way [49]. Clearly, in the ekpyrotic scenario [35], a phase of ekpyrotic evolution, which is equivalent to domination by an ultra-stiff ﬂuid with p > r, will have a more
pronounced effect of suppressing the anisotropy energy domination and driving the dynamics
towards isotropy. We investigate if this conclusion is sustained in the presence of anisotropic
pressures.
The type IX universe is also interesting because it reduces to the closed FL universe in
the isotropic limit, and this has been shown to possess very simple cyclic behaviour in the
presence of ghost stiff matter content ( p = m < 0 ) and radiation [12]. This model therefore
seems to be a suitable candidate to test the results of our stability analysis of the previous
section and also to learn more about the explicit behaviour of the scale factors, their Hubble
rates, and the shear anisotropy tensor.
The matter considered in the following analysis is, as before, an ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld plus
a stiffer anisotropic pressure ﬁeld. The ghost ﬁeld is included because, if it dominates at small
times, it will create a bounce at a non-zero expansion volume minimum. The dynamics will
be driven towards isotropy if a bounce occurs. By contrast, if the ultra-stiff anisotropic
pressure ﬁeld dominates over the isotropic ghost ﬁeld then it should drive the dynamics
towards an anisotropic Weyl curvature singularity.

4.1. Field equations

In this section we analyze a diagonal Bianchi type IX universe containing an isotropic ultrastiff ghost ﬁeld (with negative density) and another ﬂuid with positive density and anisotropic
pressures. We will test the possibility that on approach to a singularity the ultra-stiff ghost
ﬁeld will dominate over the anisotropic pressures and so cause the universe to isotropize and
bounce at a ﬁnite expansion minimum. However, if the average anisotropic pressure becomes
larger than that of the ghost ﬁeld then we expect the singularity to be restored because the
anisotropic pressures will dominate the dynamics at the singularity. The ghost ﬁeld
is included here simply as a device to bring about a simple bounce at ﬁnite radius; however,
some editions of the ekpyrotic scenario do include an effective ghost by allowing the sign of
the gravitational coupling to change because it is determined by a time-dependent scalar
ﬁeld [40, 41].
9
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In the following, we consider a Bianchi IX universe with scale factors a (t ), b (t ) and c (t ),
containing an isotropic, ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld (negative energy density, p > r ) as well as an
anisotropic ultra-stiff ﬁeld, with average stiffness exceeding that of the isotropic ghost ﬁeld.
The energy density of the isotropic ghost ﬁeld is given by ρ and it has pressure p with
equation of state,

p = ( g - 1) r ,

(35)

and the ultra-stiff condition requires g > 2. The energy density of the anisotropic pressure
‘ﬂuid’ is denoted by m, as before. The equation of state in the ith direction, where i = 1, 2, 3
and denotes the 3 spatial directions, is given by,

pi = (gi - 1) m ,

(36)

and the ultra-stiff condition requires that some of the gi, or their mean value, exceed 2. As is
evident from the above equations, the pi are the anisotropic pressures in the three orthogonal
expansion directions. In general, none of the pis will be equal. The ﬁeld equations for such a
type IX universe are:

a¨
b¨
ab
˙˙
+ +
a
b
ab

a2
b2
3c 2
1
1
1
+
+ 2 +
- 2 = - ( p + p3 )
4b 2 c 2
4a 2c 2
4a 2 b 2
2a
2b 2
2c
= - (g - 1) r - (g3 - 1) m ,
+

˙˙
3a 2
1
1
1
b¨
c¨
bc
b2
c2
+ +
+ 2 2 +
+
+ 2 - 2 = - ( p + p1 )
2
2
2
2
2
4a b
4b c
2b
2c
2a
b
c
bc 4a c
= - (g - 1) r - (g1 - 1) m ,
3b 2
1
1
1
˙˙
c¨
a¨
ca
a2
c2
+ +
+ 2 2 +
- 2 2 + 2 + 2 = - ( p + p2 )
2
2
4b c
4a b
4a c
2a
2c
2b 2
c
a
ca
= - (g - 1) r - (g2 - 1) m
˙˙
˙˙
˙˙
ab
bc
ca
1
1
1
a2
b2
c2
+
+
+ 2 +
+ 2 - 2 2 = r + m.
2
2
2
ab
bc
ca
2a
2b
2c
4b c
4a c
4a 2b 2

(37)

We note that these equations can be solved exactly in the special case of the axisymmetric Bianchi IX universe, with b=c and also p1 = p2 = p3 = r, and for other equivalent
cyclic permutations. The solutions have the form,

a (t )2 = A sech (At )
⎛B ⎞
B2
b (t ) 2 =
cosh (At ) sech2 ⎜ t ⎟
⎝2 ⎠
4A
subject to the constraints,

M2
4a 2 b 2
2
2
A + M = B2
r=

where dt = ab 2 dt [48].
For the general ekpyrotic case with p1 ¹ p2 , an exact solution is unobtainable. Thus, we
resort to ﬁnding a numerical solution for the full Bianchi IX evolution, including both ultrastiff isotropic and anisotropic pressures. To facilitate the numerical integration, the scale
factors in the three directions are rewritten in terms of their logarithms as [42]
10
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a (t ) º ea (t ), b (t ) º e b (t ), c (t ) º ed (t ).

(38)

The ﬁeld equations can be rewritten as a ﬁrst-order system by an appropriate choice of
variables (see appendix D for details). Three new quantities are introduced to achieve this:

x º a¢ (t ) - b ¢ (t ) ,

(39)

y º a¢ (t ) - d ¢ (t ) ,

(40)

H=

1
(a¢ (t ) + b ¢ (t ) + d ¢ (t )) .
3

(41)

In all the calculations that follow, the equation of state parameters for the isotropic and
anisotropic ﬂuids are set to be g = 5, g1 = 12, g2 = 18, g3 = 21. These are representative
values that capture the essential behaviour that occurs whenever the anisotropic ekpyrotic
ﬂuid is stiffer than the isotropic one (gi > g ). Also, the results of the numerical integrations
performed by using different sets of initial conditions (Kasner and those that satisfy the
Friedmann constraint) have been plotted in the evolution of the scale factors, a (t ), b (t ) and
c (t ), using the deﬁnitions given in equation (38).
As noted above, the Mixmaster behaviour seemed to occur in the form of epochs [42, 46]
with the memory of the ‘initial’ data being erased in successive Kasner epochs on approach to
the singularity. Thus, we choose Kasner-like ‘initial’ conditions for the variables we are
integrating over. We then examine the effect of the ultra-stiff ﬂuids on their evolution. The
initial values are as follows:
x (t0 )
mk1 - mk 2

y (t0 )
mk1 - mk 3

H (t0 )
(mk1 + mk 2 + mk 3)
3

a (t0 )
mk1

b (t0 )
mk2

d (t0 )
mk3

r (t0 )
s

m (t0 )
v

where the three Kasner indices are expressed in terms of the parameter u, as usual, by
mk1 = -u (u2 + u + 1), mk2 = (u + 1) (u2 + u + 1) and mk3 = u (u + 1) (u2 + u + 1)
with s = 0.269943, v = 0.20 . For the purposes of this computation, u = -6p and
t0 = -0.002. The equations are evolved from t = t0 to t = t f , where t f = -255. The
singularity (if it occurs) is taken to be at t=0 and indeed this is where all the quantities blow
up in our computation3. The values of the indices mi , " i = 1, 2, 3, have been chosen
according to the familiar Kasner vacuum parametrization, described for example in [42], and
so satisfy m1 + m 2 + m3 = 1 = m12 + m 22 + m 32 .
The initial hypersurface for the numerical computation has a geometry that describes a
ﬂat, empty, anisotropic spacetime. This choice of initial conditions does not exactly satisfy the
Friedmann constraint given by equation (37). The integration could only be carried out for an
ordinary (NEC-satisfying) ultra-stiff isotropic ﬁeld. The numerical calculations show oscillations of the scale factors before they are replaced by a nearly monotonic evolution towards
the volume minimum or singularity, as described in [46]. This evolution is depicted in
ﬁgure 1 for the case including only the isotropic ﬁeld. For the case including both the
isotropic ultra-stiff ﬁeld and an anisotropic pressure ﬁeld (stiffer than the isotropic ﬁeld) the
evolution is shown in ﬁgure 2.
On examining ﬁgures 1 and 2, we observe the following features. The initial conditions
used do not satisfy the Friedmann constraint and therefore later on in this section, the
equations are solved again with initial conditions that do satisfy this constraint. There is more
than one branch of solutions but at least one of the scale factors approaches the singularity in
3

The integration is carried out in negative time as we are interested in a contracting universe approaching the
singularity and so we integrate backwards in time. The sign of the time coordinate is not relevant as it can be made
positive by introducing a constant shift which would not affect our results.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the scale factors for Bianchi type IX from Kasner-like initial
conditions towards the singularity. The universe contains isotropic (r > 0 ) ultra-stiff
ﬂuid only and no anisotropic pressure ﬁeld is included.

Figure 2. Evolution of the scale factors for a Bianchi type IX universe from Kasner-like
initial conditions towards the singularity. The universe contains an ultra-stiff isotropic
ﬂuid (r > 0 ) and a ﬂuid with anisotropic pressure.

a slightly oscillatory manner, as predicted in [46], while one of them stays nearly constant. On
inclusion of the anisotropic energy density, the solutions seem to tend towards a contraction
to a collapse, a fact that will be further veriﬁed in the case which takes into account the
Friedmann constraint while picking initial conditions. In order to study the evolution of the
shear and the near-singularity behaviours of the scale factors and the Hubble rates, we try to
ﬁnd initial conditions that satisfy the Friedmann constraint (37) and take into consideration
the curvature and the matter content of the spacetime. Accordingly, we choose,
x (t0 )
m1¢ - m 2¢

y (t0 )
m1¢ - m3¢

H (t0 )
(m1¢ + m 2¢ + m3¢) 3

a (t0 )
m1
12

b (t0 )
m2

d (t0 )
m3

r (t0 )
-s

m (t0 )
v
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Figure 3. Scale factor evolution in Bianchi type IX with initial conditions satisfying the
Friedmann constraint with isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld (r < 0 ) and no ultra stiff
anisotropic pressure ﬁeld included.

Figure 4. Scale factor evolution in Bianchi type IX with initial conditions satisfying the
Friedmann constraint with isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld (r < 0 ) and anisotropic
pressure ultra-stiff ﬁeld included, on approach to the singularity.

where m1¢ = 0.594 778, m 2¢ = 0.167 825, m 3¢ = 0.276 172, m1 = 1.191 44, m 2 = 2.241 55,
m3 = 1.22 871, s = 0.217 539 7, and v = 0.20; t0 is the initial instant of time. For the
present case, we have chosen t0 = 1.6. The equations are evolved from t = t f to t0 = 1.6,
where t f = -25. These initial conditions satisfy the Friedmann constraint (37) with an error
of only  ~ O (10-8).
From the results of the numerical computation, we ﬁnd the following evolutionary
features:
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Figure 5. Scale factor evolution in Bianchi type IX near the singularity with initial
conditions satisfying the Friedmann constraint with isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld
(r < 0 ) and no ultra-stiff anisotropic pressure ﬁeld included.

Figure 6. Scale factor evolution in Bianchi type IX near the singularity with initial
conditions satisfying the Friedmann constraint with isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld
(r < 0 ) and ultra-stiff anisotropic pressure ﬁeld included.

In the ﬁgures shown, that is in ﬁgures 3 and 4, the logarithms
of the scale factors (i.e. a, b , d ) have been plotted . Figure 3 shows the evolution of the scale
factors with the inclusion of only an isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld and ﬁgure 4 shows the
evolution of the scale factors with the inclusion of both the isotropic, ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld and
the anisotropic pressure, which is also an ultra-stiff ﬁeld, with greater average stiffness than
the ghost ﬁeld. In the absence of the anisotropic pressure ﬁeld, we see that the scale factors
undergo periodic bounces, with a phase of expansion, contraction and a turnaround. On
inclusion of the anisotropic pressure ﬁeld, the periodic bouncing behaviour is destroyed and
the scale factor evolution seems to undergo gentle oscillations towards an ultimate collapse.

4.1.1. Scale-factor evolution.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the shear in a Bianchi type IX universe with initial conditions
satisfying the Friedmann constraint near the singularity.

One of the scale factors in the c (t ) direction remains almost constant throughout the
evolution. We study the near-singularity behaviour in more detail by focusing on the
evolution in a small time interval near to t=0. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the scale
factors with the inclusion of only an isotropic ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld very close to the
singularity, and ﬁgure 6 shows the evolution of the scale factors with the inclusion of both the
isotropic, ultra-stiff ghost ﬁeld as well as the anisotropic pressure, ultra-stiff (with greater
stiffness than the ghost ﬁeld) ﬁeld very close to the singularity .
Near the singularity the solutions show the following behaviours. The scale factors for
the case including only the isotropic ghost ﬂuid do not in fact collapse to a singularity. They
undergo a non-singular bounce, as expected from our experience of the isotropic closed
universe and that of the Kasner universe with ghost ﬁeld and radiation. However, the bounces
in the three directions seem to occur almost simultaneously. It is also interesting to note that if
the stiffness of the anisotropic ﬂuid is increased, so that on the average it is stiffer than the
isotropic ﬂuid, but is not stiff in one or two directions, then the scale factors in those
directions remain nearly constant. If the stiffness is less than that of the isotropic ﬂuid, or the
initial conditions are such that the ultra-stiff anisotropic ﬂuid is negligible compared to the
isotropic ﬂuid density, they show similar behaviour to the isotropic case and undergo a
bounce after which the scale factors all begin to re-expand. In all other cases, they contract
until they are very near the singularity. This means that near the expected singularity, the
isotropic ﬂuid scale factors re-expand, but the scale factors in the anisotropic ﬂuid case all
seem to contract towards a singularity. In all cases, the shear for the case containing the
isotropic ﬂuid alone is lower than when the anisotropic ﬂuid is present.

4.1.2. Shear tensor.

We had initially set out to investigate the effect of the anisotropic
pressure ﬂuid on the evolution of the anisotropies. Thus, we next look at the behaviour of the
shear tensor on approach to the singularity (or bounce). The shear tensor in the Bianchi type
IX spacetime is given as,
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1
{(Ha - Hb )2 + (Hb - Hd )2 + (Hd - Ha )2 } ,
6

(42)

where Ha = a˙ , Hb = b˙ and Hd = d˙ . We focus on the near-singularity behaviour of the shear
tensor. This evolution is shown in ﬁgure 7. On examining the ﬁgure, we ﬁnd that with only
the isotropic ﬂuid present, the shear remains at a very small and nearly constant positive
value. However, when we include the anisotropic pressure ﬂuid, the shear rises and keeps
rising to increasingly positive values until the singularity is reached. This is true as long as the
anisotropic pressure in at least one direction is less stiff than the pressure of the isotropic
ghost ﬂuid. This is equivalent to the requirement that one third of the equation of state
parameters gi be less than the overall equation of state parameter of the isotropic ultra-stiff
ghost ﬂuid. Thus, although the anisotropic ﬂuid may be ultra-stiff and stiffer than the isotropic
ﬂuid, it may not be stiffer in a particular direction. This causes the assumption that an energy
source that behaves like ultra-stiff matter suppresses the anisotropies near the singularity in a
contracting universe to break down. If the anisotropic pressures are stiffer than the isotropic
pressure in all three directions (gi 3 > g for all i = 1, 2, 3) then the anisotropic stress is more
greatly suppressed when the anisotropic pressure ﬂuid is included compared to when only the
ghost isotropic ﬂuid is present. This is expected because it is simply the standard ekpyrotic
model with a stiffer ﬂuid present in all three scale factor directions to suppress the anisotropic
stress. However, when the anisotropic pressure ﬁelds have equations of state in each direction
ensuring that the anisotropic stress is not suppressed, then the universe fails to undergo a
bounce and re-expansion beyond the contracting phase. Instead, the contraction accelerates
towards a collapse singularity in the Weyl curvature.
In addition to observing these trends, we also note the following general features. When
the stiffness of the anisotropic ﬂuid is less than the stiffness of the isotropic ghost ﬂuid, the
three scale factors all undergo bounces. The stiffness of the anisotropic ﬂuid determines when
this bounce occurs. If it becomes stiff on average (g = 2), the scale factors begin to oscillate
on approach to the singularity. When the anisotropic ﬂuid is ultra-stiff on average (stiffer than
the isotropic ghost ﬂuid), but its initial conditions are such that its density is negligible or very
small (less than half of the initial isotropic energy density), the scale factors begin to show a
turnaround at an expansion minimum. The point of bounce is pushed towards the value at
which the turnaround occurs for the isotropic case, as the anisotropic energy density is
decreased.
5. Conclusions
The question of the growth of anisotropies in a contracting universe is a challenge for cyclic
theories of cosmology if they aim to replicate the successes of the inﬂationary paradigm in
explaining the present large-scale isotropy of the universe. There are several types of
anisotropy that need to be investigated in order to ascertain the viability of cyclic cosmologies: simple expansion rate anisotropy, spatial curvature anisotropy, and pressure anisotropy.
Simple expansion-rate anisotropies and 3-curvature anisotropies can always be dominated by
an ultra-stiff perfect ﬂuid with equation of state p > r . This is well appreciated and we
conﬁrm it here for the Bianchi class A and type IX universes. In this paper, we have focussed
on the effects of pressure anisotropies in simple ekpyrotic [14, 25, 35] cyclic universe
scenarios that are more general and complicated than those ﬁrst studied by Barrow and
Yamamoto [18]. Pressure anisotropies have been ignored in all other studies of ekpyrotic and
cyclic universes. It is important to include them in the discussion because collisionless
particles will be abundant near the Planck scale where graviton production is rapid and
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asymptotically-free interactions will not be in equilibrium. In addition, we ﬁnd that if the
average anisotropic pressure is allowed to exceed the energy density, just as the isotropic
pressure does in the ekpyrotic scenario, then an isotropic singularity (or bounce) will be
unstable unless the isotropic density is overwhelmingly larger than the anisotropic density.
The anisotropic ultra-stiff ﬂuid will drive a contracting universe to an anisotropic singularity.
Evolution from cycle to cycle will accumulate anisotropic distortions to the dynamics.
More formally, we ﬁnd that the anisotropy, even in the simplest case of a Bianchi I
universe with anisotropic pressures present, cannot be expressed simply as a simple powerlaw evolution of the mean scale factor. Using a phase-space analysis for the general ﬁeld
equations for the Bianchi Class A group of cosmologies, we ﬁnd that the presence of an ultrastiff ﬂuid with anisotropic pressures prevents the isotropic Friedmann–Lemaître universe from
being an attractor for the initially contracting universe. More speciﬁcally, we analyzed the
ﬁeld equations in the case of the Bianchi IX universe. We solved these equations numerically
containing ultra-stiff ﬂuids with both anisotropic and isotropic (ghost) pressures. The anisotropies grow when an anisotropic pressure ﬂuid with dominant stiffness is included: the
universe contracts and hits a singularity. This contrasts with the case containing only the
isotropic ghost ﬂuid, where the universe undergoes a non-singular bounce. Our results conﬁrm that the inclusion of anisotropic pressures is essential in any general analysis of cyclic
cosmologies and their behaviour in the presence of deviations from perfect expansion isotropy. They will be an important factor to consider in all future iterations of the cyclic
universe scenario in its several forms.
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Appendix A. Orthonormal frame formalism and the Bianchi class A models
In this section we review the classiﬁcation of the Bianchi cosmologies as given in [33]. The
problem of classiﬁcation of the Bianchi cosmologies can be seen as the problem of classifying
m
the structure constants Cab
of the Lie algebra formed by the Killing vector ﬁelds (KVFs).
These structure constants can be decomposed into a 2-index symmetric object n̂ab and a
1-index object âa as follows,
m
Cab
= abn nˆ mn + aˆa d mb - aˆb dam,

such that

nˆ mn

=

nˆ nm

and

âa

(A.1)

are constants. They also follow the identity,

nˆabaˆb = 0.

(A.2)

The Lie algebras can thus be divided into class A for aˆa = 0 and class B for aˆa ¹ 0 . In the
standard language of the orthonormal frame formalism, we can deﬁne a unit timelike vector
ﬁeld u and the projection tensor hab which at each point projects into the space orthogonal to
the unit timelike vector ﬁeld. This projection tensor is given by,

hab = gab + ua ub .

(A.3)
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The covariant derivative of the timelike vector ﬁeld can be divided into its irreducible parts,

ua; b = sab + wab +

1
Qhab - u˙a ub ,
3

(A.4)

where sab is the symmetric trace free, rate of shear tensor, wab is the vorticity tensor and is
antisymmetric, Θ is the rate of expansion scalar and u˙a is the acceleration vector. Relative to a
group invariant orthonormal frame given by the unit normal to the group orbits and the basis
vectors {n, ea}, the EFEs are given above in equations (12)–(14) and (17). The Jacobi
identities are equation (14) and the following equations,

n˙ab = - Hnab + 2s(ma nb ) m + 2 (mn
a nb ) m Wn

(A.5)

a˙ a = - Haa - s ab ab +  amn am Wn

(A.6)

nab ab = 0,

(A.7)

where Wn is the local angular velocity of the spatial frame with respect to the Fermi
propagated spatial frame and can be expressed in terms of the components of the timelike
vector ﬁeld u as,

1 amn i
 em e n i ; j u j .
(A.8)
2
For our purposes, we have specialized to the case where the total stress energy tensor
(isotropic stress energy tensor + anisotropic part) is diagonal. Thus the more general case
would include off diagonal elements of Pab as well and in this case Wn ¹ 0 . In our case
however, we need only be concerned with universes where Wn = 0 .
The spatial curvature terms can be deﬁned as,
Wa =

3S
ab
3R

= bab =-

1 m a
(bm ) d b - 2 (mn
a nb ) m an
3

1 m
bm - 6am am ,
2

(A.9)

where,

bab = 2nam nmb - (nmm) nab .

(A.10)

Appendix B. New exact solution for p ¼ 3ρ ﬂuid in Bianchi I spacetime
The ﬁeld equations for the Bianchi I type spacetime are:
2
a¨ + a
˙ 2 + b¨ + b˙ + ab
˙ ˙ = -p ,

(B.1)

˙ ˙ = -p ,
b¨ + b˙ 2 + d¨ + d˙ 2 + bd

(B.2)

2
˙ ˙ = -p ,
d¨ + d˙ + a¨ + a
˙ 2 + da

(B.3)

˙ ˙ + da
˙ ˙ = r,
ab
˙ ˙ + bd

(B.4)

where the scale factors are expressed as a (t ) = exp (a (t )), b (t ) = exp (b (t )), and
c (t ) = exp (d (t )). Adding equations (B.1)–(B.3), we get
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2
2
˙ ˙ + da
˙ ˙ ) = - 3p .
2 (a¨ + b¨ + d¨ ) + 2 (a
˙ ˙ + bd
˙ 2 + b˙ + d˙ ) + (ab

Using the formula (a + b +

c )2

=

a2

+

b2

+

c2

(B.5)

+ 2 (ab + bc + ca ), we get,

˙ ˙ + da
˙ ˙ ) + (ab
˙ ˙ + da
˙ ˙ ) = - 3p .
2 (a¨ + b¨ + d¨ ) + 2 (a
˙ ˙ + bd
˙ ˙ + bd
˙ + b˙ + d˙ )2 - 4 (ab
(B.6)
Now substituting equation (B.4) we get,
2 (a¨ + b¨ + d¨ ) + 2 (a
˙ + b˙ + d˙ )2 - 3r = - 3p .

(B.7)

Deﬁning the volume as V º exp(A) where A = (a + b + d ) we get,

V¨ = 3r0 V -3.

(B.8)

Solving this gives

V 2 = C1 t 2 + C2 t + C3.

(B.9)

Subtracting equations (B.1) and (B.2) we get, for example,
a¨ - b¨ + 3A˙ (a
˙ - b˙ ) = 0,
and cyclic permutations. Thus we see that each of these combinations go
then, by integrating the above,

(B.10)
as V -1.

We can write

a - b = 2l1 log [ t +

C2 + t ] ,

(B.11)

a - d = 2l 2 log [ t +

C2 + t ] ,

(B.12)

and
where C1 = 1, C3 = 0 . We already know that

1
log [t 2 + C2 t ] .
2
By using the fact that 3a = (a + b + d ) + (a - b ) + (a - d ), we obtain,
(a + b + d ) =

(B.13)

C2 + t )2 (l1+ l 2)] .

(B.14)

a (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

C2 + t )2 (l1+ l 2) )1 3 ,

(B.15)

b (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

C2 + t )2 (l 2- 2l1) )1 3 ,

(B.16)

c (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

C2 + t )2 (l1- 2l 2) )1 3 .

(B.17)

3a = log [(t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +
Thus,

From the Friedmann constraint equation at late times (where r  0 ), we get the following constraint,

l12 + l 22 - l1 l 2 = 1.

(B.18)

We label the indices in the solutions for the scale factors as follows,

3q1 = 1 + l1 + l 2,

(B.19)

3q2 = 1 + l 2 - 2l1,

(B.20)

3q3 = 1 + l1 - 2l 2.

(B.21)
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Therefore, we have the full solution:

a (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

C2 + t )2 (3q1- 1) )1 3 ,

(B.22)

b (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

C2 + t )2 (3q2 - 1) )1 3 ,

(B.23)

c (t ) = ((t 2 + C2 t )1 2 ( t +

C2 + t )2 (3q3- 1) )1 3 .

(B.24)

We see that at early times this solution tends to the ﬂat Friedmann solution for p = 3r
ﬂuid (a ~ t1 6 , b ~ t1 6 , c ~ t1 6 ) as t  0 , and at late times approaches the vacuum Kasner
solution a ~ t q1, b ~ t q2 and c ~ t q3, with åi qi = 1 = åi qi2 , as t  ¥ . These facts can be
seen to be true from equations (B.19) to (B.21) and from equation (B.18) respectively. Thus,
this solution provides a simple exact description of the transition from an isotropic initial state
to a Kasner-like anisotropic future in a particular case. It displays the opposite evolutionary
trend to the evolution of a 0  p < r perfect-ﬂuid model.
Appendix C. Fixed points
In order to perform the stability analysis on the Bianchi class A system, we need to identify
the ﬁxed points of the system. They have been presented in a tabular form in table 1. The
explicit forms of the relevant ﬁxed points are given below.

1
(3g - 2)
8
3
n P(II1) = [(2 - g )(3g - 2)]1 2 ,
4
3
(1)
W PII =
(g - 6) ,
16
1
1)
S(PVI
= - (3g - 2)
4
3
(1)
nPVI = 
(2 - g )(3g - 2)
4
3
1)
W(PVI
= - (2 - g )
4
2
2
S K - + S K + = 1t
(1 )

S PII =

2
S
=
1
2
S+
=
2
S=

W 2 =
Z 2 =

2
2
4 ( +
+ )
(g - 2)2
1 +(g - g )
2
2
2 +
+ 1 -(g - g )
2
2
2 +
+ 1 (2 - g )(g - g )
-1 +
2
2
4
+ +
1 (2 - g )(g - g )
.
2
2
4
+ +
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On examination of the forms of the ﬁxed points, we ﬁnd that only the FL, Kasner and the 1
and 2 points are physical for the case considered, that is, for ultra stiff ﬁelds, with g > 2.
Appendix D. equations for the Bianchi IX numerical computation
In section 4, a new system of variables was introduced to make the numerical computation of
the system of Einsteinʼs equations simpler by reducing them to ﬁrst-order differential
equations. They are written explicitly as follows. In all of the following
{x, y, H , a, b , d , r, m} are functions of time t.

x ¢ + 3Hx = (g1 - g2 ) m + e-2b - e-2a + e-2d (e 2 (b - a) - e 2 (a - b ))

(D.1)

y ¢ + 3Hy = (g1 - g3) m - e-2a + e-2d + e-2b (e 2 (d - a) - e 2 (a - d ))

(D.2)

6 (H ¢ + 3H 2) = 3 (2 - g ) r + 3 (2 - g ) m - 2e-2a - 2e-2b - 2e-2d
+ e 2 (a - b - d ) + e 2 (b - a - d ) + e 2 (d - a - b )
r¢ = - 3gHr ,

(D.3)
(D.4)

(g1 - 1)
(g - 1)
(x + y + 3H ) m - 2
(3H - 2x + y) m
3
3
( g - 1)
(x - 2y + 3H ) m
- 3
3

m¢ = - 3mH -

(D.5)

a¢ =

1
( 3H + x + y ) ,
3

(D.6)

b¢ =

1
( 3H - 2x + y ) ,
3

(D.7)

d¢ =

1
( 3H + x - 2y ) .
3

(D.8)
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